The Absolute Best Hotels in Miami

From boutique hotels in Wynwood to luxurious properties in Miami Beach, these are the best places to lay your head.

Faena

*Miami Beach*

Lovers of fine art, top-notch food, and brilliant design may never want to leave after checking in to the Faena. The rich red walls and intricate paintings inside the entrance make guests feel like they’re spending the night inside a faberge egg. That's not to say the Faena is over the top, it's just to say that art dominates everything, from the Instagrammable mammoth skeleton in the back to the performances inside the Faena forum. The hotel is also home to a few luxe restaurants including Pao by Paul Paul Qui and Frances Mallman's Los Fuegos. Those seeking something more casual need only cross the street to the Mexican estate-themed Casa Faena, where Tulum transplant Gitano and its rooftop margaritas await.